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Putting the Woman’s Touch on Family Law
By Darbouze Law Group
difference a woman’s touch makes in this
area of practice. As one former client
stated —

Demographically, women make up
just 36 percent of attorneys in the
legal profession, as the American Bar

Association reported in 2017, though
women constitute nearly half the students
that attend law school. Lauren Darbouze,
owner and principal attorney of the
Darbouze Law Group, heads the ongoing
and tireless efforts of the all-female firm.
The woman’s touch has found a wellearned place in the heart of Western
Pennsylvania family law.
Family law encompasses issues such
as divorce, adoption, and child custody
– legal matters that call for a heightened
level of compassion and understanding.
Indeed, the clients of the Darbouze Law
Group know better than anyone the
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“Lauren’s knowledge of the process
and professional counsel, along
with her caring nature, helped me
immensely and I am so thankful.”
As Pittsburgh’s premiere family law
firm, the Darbouze Law Group, with two
locations, in Downtown Pittsburgh and
Cranberry Township strives to provide the
most convenient access to representation
for its family law clients.
Yet, perhaps most noteworthy,
the Darbouze Law Group achieved a
reputation for aggressive representation
while maintaining sensitivity towards
clients. As a current client recently
expressed —

Overall, this balance between
courtroom effectiveness and passionate
client advocacy has led the Darbouze
Law Group to become a well-respected
member of the legal community.
Although compassionate lawyering
remains at the core of the Darbouze
Law Group, the firm’s significant success
in divorce proceedings, child custody
disputes, and child support modifications
proves the woman’s touch did more than
just find a place in family law – it is now a
force to be reckoned with.
Give us a call at 412-849-6831. Web
address – darbouzelawgroup.com n

“Lauren’s ability to maintain such
professionalism while still incorporating
her heart into the cases she takes on is
amazing.”
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